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Indian Economy & Startups- Generating Business & Jobs
Abstract: We all knew that Indian economy is as largest as it comes 7th in the world.
Economy means the careful management of available resources that is the production and
usage of goods and services and the supply of money. The main objective of the Indian
economy & Startups is that how the startups are useful for Economy and in which way
they are creating employment for the people in our country. Considering the net sectors
in India that contributing the economy, the giant share is service sector and IT occupies
the most.
The major augmentation of IT sector has been pre eminent by many start-ups in the
economy. In 2019 , India retains position as worlds 3rd position. This article is focused
on generating business and jobs through start- ups with reference to NAASCOM reports.
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Introduction: Earlier in economic terms, the whole India was to be contemplated as an
expanding company wherein all the skill was getting utilized by the other companies. But
nowadays, startups have given a commendable outcome to Indian economy and its
image.

Boosting the economy concerning technology, services. Startups have become the birth
for innumerous employment opportunities. Although, the unemployment rate of India is
still immense in comparison with few developed countries around the world but yes, in
comparison with the Indian start-ups only, we have improved a lot. Review literature: A
startup is a company that is in the beginning of its operations.
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Review literature: Entrepreneurs should attempt to capitalize their skills on evolving a
product or service for which they believe there is a demand. Startups disappear in a
vacuum but are part of a broader business environment. Thus, the growth drivers of the
Indian startup pattern need to be understood in the perspective of various factors: earlier
economic reforms and current market trends, as well as the impact of technological
transformations and changing influences on the part of government, giant companies, and
society.

Startup India is a forerunner initiative of the Government of India, planned to build a
robust structure for the innovations and to realize sustainable economic growth . The
Government gives a hand to entitle Startups to swell through innovation and design. As
per the sooner definition of a startup by Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion
(DIPP), a startup is an entity incorporated as a pvt.limited company, an enterprise in a
partnership or as an LLP(Limited Liability Partnership) in India whose revenue is up to
25crore.

In recent times, a lot of tech start-ups are emerging and targeting the special needs, not
only of the customers but for businesses as well. E-commerce, health & fitness, travel,
food & beverages, software solutions, real estate, groceries, transport, logistics, Pharma
industries etc., are creating innumerable starts in India. Entrepreneurs are getting
benefitted by forming a bridge between the problems and the customers.

The doctrine behind this could be the peril entrepreneurs might take. Every entrepreneur
is striving to be the game player in the increasing competition in the market and coming
up with the best business plans and ideas. India is in a need or the youngest ideas to meet
with the expectations of the younger people in recent times.

As India is understood as "Youngistan" (nation of young), identifying the requirements
and catering them becoming much easier for entrepreneurs. Despite of the very fact that
ideas are a honest solver for people, most of the start-ups are failing to sustain within the
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economy. Poor business model, ineffective revenue model, loose marketing strategy,
choosing a wrong team are few reasons for it.In order to be sustainable with the growing
marketplace and the raising needs, a Start up should be having the bestest plans and
strategies.

Some say that they need lost the primary mover advantage within the marketplace and
therefore standing flamboyant in the market is burdensome for them, but it’s not like that.
In India, the primary thing strikes to customers about e-commerce is Flipkart, wherein the
term e-commerce coined in India 8 years back when Flipkart was launched. It is about
"indiaplaza.com" which was launched in 1999 by the inventor of e-commerce in India K
Vaitheeswaran when dot com was in boom.

After performing a decade, it was a intended to manage the funds which led to prolong
the idea. Therefore, a strong vision that one must couple with the idea and the business
results, in business booms in India. Thus, startups in India aren’t only providing the
convenient services with simple technology, they’re boosting to the Indian economy by
creating employment opportunities, more transactions into the economy, digitalize the
ideas and concepts. Hope, entrepreneurs will come up with more ideas which will
connect with economy as a entire.

India needs more than a 100 million jobs per annum and the jobs which gave rise are
mostly from startups and not big enterprises. Startup entrepreneurship is important
because it also brings up to the minute innovations, updated jobs and competitive flush
into the business environment and enterprises. This also brings immense chance to be
inculcate in commerce with new technology which generally lies at the highest outcome
of addition chain.

Why are startups so important for a country like India Startups are free from economic
downturns and free from obstructions and that’s what makes startups so disruptive and
agile. Startups work in an environment of updating technology and try to increase profits
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by innovation. This induces backward and forward bondages which changes the process
of economic development in the country ignoring the economic environment.

They even act as catalytic agent for change, which ends up in chain reaction. Once an
enterprise is established, the method of industrialization is about in motion. This will
generate demand for various sorts of units and can cause succesfull development of an
area due to increase in demand and fixing of more and more units. Research
Methodology: The article is based on secondary data. NAASCOM reports are taken as
basis for the article .

Objectives: How Indian economy depend on startups. How startups are helpful in Indian
business. Startups generating jobs opportunities for people in India. How Indian
government is helping for establishing the startups. How it is developing and ranking
from year to year. Findings The start-up topography in the country is becoming the
embodiment of innovation, with companies unwrapping the solutions that are sighted at
solving locally pertinent issues.

The Indian start-up pattern has made a huge progress in providing a level playing field
for innovators to prosper by building up capabilities and stimulating co-creation. India’s
fourth position in world's technology start-up hub wherein 3100 tech start-ups sum up as
per the Economic Survey 2014-15. According to NASSCOM survey that is reported in
November 5th 2019 is that more than 1,300 startups in this year so far, India continues to
reinforce its position as the third in the line startup structure in the world.

The growth of tech startups within the country has grown to 8900-9,300 with 1,300
startups grouped this year thus far. India also observed the new joining of 7 Unicorns this
year till August taking the total tally to 24 - the third highest number of Unicorns in a
single country in the world. The startups have fabricated an estimated 60,000 direct jobs
and 1.3-1.8 lakh indirect jobs, as per Nasscom‘s report.
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Accordingly, investments in start-ups are steadily flowing with $4.4 billion in between
January-September during the year 2018-19r from various countries. Across 450 start-ups
were started , at 5 per cent increase year wise. There is an increase in funding also. It has
increased to 70 percent year to year. Over 18 per cent of all start-ups in India are now
grasping deep-tech, which means there are over 1,600 similar companies in India.

This count account for only 8 per cent of start-ups emanated in 2014, and has seen a 40
percent CAGR (compound annual growth rate) since five years, NASSCOM aims to
speedup the startup pattern in India notably by 2025. This requires increasing the number
of unicorns to 95-105 potency and the accumulation count to $350-390 billion.

However, due to limited revenue or high costs, most of these small-scale operations are
not sustainable in the long term without sponsorship from pioneerdom. Conclusion: This
article presents that how Indian economy depends on startups, how it is developed from
year to year, its ranking strategy.This totally points on how Startups creates the
employment which is the major problem in our country. .

Hope, entrepreneurs propose a wide variety of ideas that will endure the economy. for
startup hub which added 1300 startups in 2019 .Accordingly, the startups have created
60,000 direct jobs and 1.3-1.8 lakh indirect jobs. Startups have become origin for huge
employment.

Hope, entrepreneurs exhibit with more extensive ideas that will amplify with economy as
a whole.To summarise, Startups are whole pack of bit only providing employment
opportunities but also giving convenient services for the customers and helping in
achieving Digital India, totally which helps in providing the Best Economy. References:
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